
I find frequent trips to art exhibitions and the theatre stimulating and rewarding, as it encourages
 me to develop innovative ideas for plays and original compositions for music. As a keen painter,
I possess efficient problem-solving skills and have learnt the importance of having patience and
clear communication skills, when working with a client to fit a specific brief or deadline. My
involvement in the arts and interest in film has helped me obtain an eye for detail, whilst
broadening my commercial awareness of the creative sector. Furthermore, my engagement in
martial arts has taught me the importance of the terms focus and self-motivation.
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SIANNA
CLARK
MULTIMEDIA ARTIST

2019 - 2020

2017 - 2017

2016 - 2017

Burlington Media Group • Delegate Engagment Executive 

White House Hotel • Housekeeper

2016 - 2019

2014 - 2016

Loughborough University
BA Honours Degree in Fine Art

Dartford Grammar School for Girls
Fine Art, Business Studies, Media Studies and English Literature (AS
level) plus EPQ (Extended Project Qualification)

The Arts Awards
Poetry by Heart

Microsoft Office

Reading
and

writing 
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and

painting 

Watching/
analysing
movies 

Listening to/ 
 composing

music

Oasis Academy: Hextable
5+ GCSEs at grade A*-C obtained, including English Language, Maths
and Science subjects

2009 - 2014

Greggs plc • Team Member

The Orchard Theatre • Wardrobe Assistant

South East Dance • Business Administrator

2018 - 2018

2015 - 2016

2014 - 2014

2014 - 2014

Schuh Limited • Shop Floor Assistant

Primark Stores Limited • Retail Operative

Freelance Guitar Tuition • Tutor2013 - 2017

Responsibilities include preparation, serving customers and merchandising whilst  
 putting up displays.

Helping with maintenance and customer service as well as stock control and
management.

Responsible for processing cash and card payments and liaising with customers in
order to ensure all transactions go smoothly.

Answering queries from customers, assisting shoppers to find the goods and 
products they are looking for and replenishing the supply of stock on
the shelves.

Reporting discrepancies and problems to the supervisor, whilst using initiative to 
make the necessary adaptions to costumes.

Welcoming visitors by greeting them, in person or on the telephone; answering or
referring company inquiries.

Acquiring appropriate teaching resources and organising and planning lessons in 
relation to individual pupils needs. Helping boost students confidence in
preparation for live performances.

Duke of Edinburgh Award  
Young Leaders Award

 
Art Instagram
Account:

Photoshop
SalesForce
Social Media

My duties included, delivering high value content helping clients to build
communities within the legal market. Whilst advancing my project management
and business acumen skills, I developed my storytelling and Strategic Prospecting
abilities. In addition, I assisted the marketing team on creative campaigns, gaining
insight into the publishing, media and events sector.


